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Summary

• Teaching machines to converse naturally with humans is challenging and
really interesting.

• We propose a fantastic system to help people construct their own chatbots:
• An interactive syntax tree help people to define question rules.
• Use visualization methods to understand how to make mock

sentences.
• Use BLSTM-CRF-NER model and LSTM classifier to construct

chatbot.

How it works

Define Intent
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If you are a chatbot, once a user starts a dialogue, there are mainly three
problems you want to understand clearly:
• What is the user’s intent. Only if user’s intent is accurately captured, you

can make correctly actions or response.
• What is the key points (named entity recognizer, NER). If the user want to

book a train ticket, you hope to confirm when the user want to go from
where to where.

• How to response.
Thus there are many state-of-art classification methods and NER methods

using neural network, which usually need many data to train model, we first
need to generate some mock data. Then, we use these data to train
classification model to capture the user’s intent and train NER model to
capture the key points of the sentence. Finally, based on those information, we
could generate response for a given task.
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First we define some entity lists. An entity list is just like a word list. All you
need to do is upload some words and give the entity name.
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Purple: Intent
Blue: Order - Generate every child in order
Red: Pick one - Generate one child
Yellow: Exchangeable - Shuffle the Order result
Green: Content – Text leaf

Future Work

You can easily create your own chatbots with our 
platform. Define entities and intents, the platform 
will do the following for you:
• train your model, with one click
• conversation API
• multi-turn dialog with context management

• identify and ask to fill 
slots

• predefined actions 
and replies

• customized callbacks
• embed to your own 

website
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• Combine active learning to optimize existing models.
• Encapsulate and reconstruct some code to enhance its robustness.


